
2-5-2022 USPA Masterclass # 25  
Chat- Plasma Vortex Physics of Consciousness and Negentropy with Dan Winter 

Time Last, 1st In Comment 

0:28:34 Andrew V  Thanks Dan! 

0:33:06 AK: Please put that in the chat! 

0:34:09 Darren S.  You can access the free webinar at www.lightworkerministry.com/2022 

0:34:35 Darren S.  3 Quantum Activations for Breakthrough Results 

0:46:48 Ed K  Theraphi catalyzing Lucid dreaming? Any research on this effect - or just anecdotal? 

0:49:07 Eileen B  Schauberger’s structured water … 

0:52:57 Chris P Many links are mentioned in the lecture and I’m not able to write them all down. Could we get a 
list of these after the lecture? 

0:56:42 USPA thanks to our Sponsor Darren Starwynn 

0:57:03 USPA website registration for free webinar www.lightworkerministry.com/2022 

1:01:18 USPA Please support US Psychotronics with a membership or a donation psychotronics.org   All 
Masterclasses and more are in the members area.  Please support our Non Profit goal of sharing 
cutting edge science of consciousness, human health technology and so much more!!! 

1:06:15 Joanie S  Please mute microphones 

1:10:42 Brent R.: Thank you for having me! Dan is brilliant! 

1:29:35 Eileen B  omg. 

1:32:18 Sami C  Thanks Dan  👍       hello every one.   Sami 

1:33:10 Sky D  Honoring such an intensive, brilliant and "Beyond" Magical presentation! 

1:33:32 Chris P  Where could we find more information about the physics and mathematical derivation of these 
conclusions and wide range of subjects? 

1:33:38 Darren S.  Thank you for this brilliant work 

1:37:58 USPA Please support US Psychotronics with a membership or a donation psychotronics.org   All 
Masterclasses and more are in the members’ area.  Please support our Non Profit goal of sharing 
cutting edge science of consciousness, human health technology and so much more!!! 

1:38:30 Eileen B  QUESTION:  Dan, what does the Egyptian DJED represent? (re:  stability) 

1:39:23 Daniel W  http://goldenmean.info/djed/ 

1:40:01 Daniel W  http://jedischool.science/ 

1:43:17 Chris P  Do you have to be on a node point for the effects you are describing to occur? or can the node 
point be designed and constructed? 

1:46:49 Eileen B  QUESTION:  Dan, what is the shape of DNA?  I heard yesterday, DNA is NOT a spiral. 

1:50:13 Eileen B  QUESTION:  How do nano particles via injection, influence fields? 

1:50:56 Libby R  Eileen, I see that DNA in a test tube (the only way the shape can be studied) is a static image, but 
the reality in a cell is that it is always very dynamic, moving and changing shape constantly. 

1:51:57 Sky D  Read: Elizabeth Rauscher's,  ORBITING THE MOONS OF PLUTO, published by World Scientific. 

1:53:46 Eileen B  QUESTION:  Fullerenes.  Does SHUNGITE facilitate … um, intelligence? 

1:54:50 Eileen B  QUESTION:  Please speak to quorum sensing or ImmUNITY? 

1:55:49 Sky D  It is her final and summary of all of her work, 

1:55:50 Brent R.: Question: Within the Montauk Project a gradient field was used to create time slip experiments. 
what are your thoughts on this subject? Also, Dr. Bearden  speaks about using scalar energy to 
time reverse the HIV virus. Being that Covid has four HIV inserts, healing with this type energy 
may necessary aside from the  therapeutics. Your feedback is most appreciated. Brent 

1:57:41 Ed K  In your talk your mentioned that both his Theraphi device and a Flame-In-Mind hemi-sync audio 
program can greatly facilitate lucid dreaming. First, do you have any research on this, or does 
this basically seem based on an anecdotal reports? 

1:58:00 Ed K  Second with to the hemi-sync programs, which ones have had these effects? 

1:59:38 Ed K  P.S. This may interest some of you: 
https://www.academia.edu/45417890/Beyond_the_Matrix_A_Lucid_Dreaming_Workshop 

2:00:31 Chris P  Where can we get the flame and sound bnaural? 



2:01:25 Ed K  https://craniosacral-app.com/flameinmind/index.html 

2:01:36 Eileen B  QUESTION:  How do psychedelics play into plasma physics? 

2:03:22 Eileen B  QUESTION:  Eileen McKusic uses tuning forks to balance the biofield.  Any comments? 

2:03:53 Eileen B  QUESTION:  Please speak to quorum sensing or Immunity? 

2:08:22 Jaya F  Thank you very much for this! Extremely interesting and extremely hopeful for our future, 
especially the part about reversing GMOs. Intuitively felt this was going to be something I should 
listen to today and I learned a lot (simply as a layperson with an interest). I liked hearing the 
explanation for remote viewing (and much, much more of course) which made a lot of sense to 
me. Greatest respect for your work. Fascinating. Thank you very much again!! God bless. 

2:08:36 Richard S Most wonderful Daniel.  Much gratitude, blessings & blessings. 

2:08:42 Chris P  Can antigravity effects also be created? 

2:09:49 Brent R.: When I used to speak to the late Dr.Patrick Flanagan, he had spoken about you highly. He and I 
used debate about many things including the Schumann resonance. I believe this resonance is 
being blanketed by all the fields being created. 

2:09:58 Brent R.: do you have solution? 

2:11:48 James S  Holograms (thoughts) are interference patterns. 

2:11:54 Clinton L  Dan Winter and Glenn Rein on the same zoomcast.☺️ ROCK STARS! 

2:13:09 Brent R.: Thank you! 

2:13:22 Eileen B  Thank you! 

2:13:27 Andrew V  much gratitude! thanks all! 

2:13:41 Ed K  Namaste. 

 


